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Smart Workplace

Who we are
We are a fast-growing, international company with big ambitions. We are 15 nationalities 
collaborating on projects across offices around the world. We are the Digital Accelerator 
that is making remote support easy and efficient for more than 400 industrial 
organizations and medical institutions worldwide. #WeAreAMA

What we offer
AMA’s XpertEye suite addresses a wide variety of applications such as Assisted Reality, 
Dynamic workflow management, and Worldwide online scheduling. AMA’s innovative 
solution combines human skill-based expertise with head-mounted technologies.

Remote assistance on BYOD
«Click & connect to collaborate»
Cooperate remotely on any 
device using a secured link 
in a web browser.

Hands-free collaboration 
with smart glasses and  
voice control
«See what I see»
Quickly connect to remote 
experts, show the issue through 
the camera of your smart 
glasses and benefit from their 
expertise to jointly solve issues.

Remote assistance with 
smart glasses, a dedicated 
smartphone, and external 
video sources
«Transfer knowledge at once» 
Rely on multiple video sources 
to visually collaborate, facilitate 
decision-making and accurately 
solve problems remotely.

Assisted Reality

Workflow management 
through mobile and 
wearables
Digitize your work instructions, 
checklists and SOPs in no time 
and go through them step-by-
step on your connected device 
(smart glasses, smartphone, 
tablet, PC).

Dynamic workflow
management

Online booking and 
scheduling
Book your XpertEye session 
with a remote expert and benefit 
from simplified synchronization 
with other existing tech
platforms you already use 
(Google Calendar, Outlook,
iCal, Office 365). 

Worldwide online
scheduling



The AMA difference
AMA brings together experts that are driven by passion, inspired by innovation and go 
the extra mile to bring you an outstanding customer experience. Our market-leading 
innovation, high-quality service and compelling total cost of ownership make it a 
perfect fit for any industrial organization.

Use cases

Multi-device support Flexible deployment 
options

Our solution runs on a wide range 
of smartphones, smart glasses, tablets, 

and laptops and is able to connect 
to multiple external video sources.

Our solution can be deployed
with the same level of security as SaaS,

on-premise, on your private cloud
or on a closed network.

Dedicated assistance
& onboarding Transparent pricing

Benefit from a seamless onboarding 
process, from technical set-up 

and training to your first successful 
usage of the solution. 

Our different pricing plans 
and leasing options offer maximum 
flexibility adapted to your use case.

Remote assistance

Emergency support, diagnosis, 
guidance, equipment setup 

& maintenance

Training

Step-by-step instruction, 
do what I do, on-the-job training, 

skill upgrading

Inspection

Audits, equipment inspections, 
quality assurance, declaration 

of non-compliance
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